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HSM is a team of professional designers, manufacturers, and exporters of quality wholesale 

kitchen/bathroom cabinets (as well as bedroom wardrobes), offering one-stop services with 

significant savings! More than 40 countries order from our wholesale catalog. China 

happens to be the largest market and exporter for different products. That is why most S&P 

500 companies conduct business in China.

Once our designs are finalised with the client,  we move the process over to our 

manufacturing team,  who ensure quality control measures are employed in the completion 

of  the manufacture of your product. ensuring we deliver on quality and  high standards of 

workmanship.

This is what we understand is paramount to every family and for the past 16 years we have 

been delivering customised home solutions to families which have exceeded their 

expectations. 

Our client testimonials are proof that we deliver superior quality that clients are delighted 

with,  each and every time.

We work closely with our clients discussing in detail their family needs and lifestyle 

requirements ensuring that the ideas,  needs of our clients and design  are aligned with 

delivering a customised product that delivers on strong workmanship, quality and superior 

design.

We appreciate and respect that your house is a place where you and your family want to 

unwind and  relax in a space that allows you to enjoy all the comforts and pleasures of life.

We service  clients around the world. 

We have delivered on our word,  and take pride in  supplying  our clients with the best home 

design solutions tailored to their lifestyles.  We are proud to have serviced over thousands of 

clients who have had their dream designs  become a reality in their homes.  

We have a design team to work with the client on their design concept, for kitchens, 

bathroom vanities,laundry, walk-in-wall robes, cupboards, cabinetry for the  study,  bar, wine 

room and more. 

COMPANY
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-MODERN KITCHENS-
Modern style kitchens feature a simple, yet stylish and elegant look, 

with flat surfaces, geometric forms, and little or no ornamentation.The 

cabinetry is often defined by a sleek, angular and simple design, 

featuring little or no hardware, flush doors and flat surfaces, along 

with bold angles and curves to the overall design.
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Wood although beautiful when used alone, is even more enhanced when combined 

with colours. Here you have wood in ash Madeira with white polyurethane panels. 

The glare-free LED strips on the shelving, creates the backdrop to accommodate 

the inserted dining table.

ACCENTED DINING
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The outstanding ash unveils its 

real element and elegance on the 

smooth, large, sliding doors of 

the top cupboards. With all the 

storage space above the worktop 

closed, you can now maximize 

the full depth of the worktop. 

NATURAL WOOD EFFECT
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Whether you are mixing smooth and 

textured, warm and cold, or light and 

dark, combining opposites to create 

contrasts can be fascinating. Due to 

the natural attraction between 

opposites, it is easier to arouse 

emotions by combining them. Asides 

from the visual perception, they 

create contrasts also make a room 

livelier.

The flexibility of HSM kitchens means 

you can implement personal creative 

planning ideas and touches 

seamlessly. In this case, we have an 

open shelf facing the room to 

conclude the free-standing row of 

floor units. The 40cm-high pullouts, 

with their recessed handles create an 

overall peaceful front. Even when 

combining various textures and 

colours, it creates contrasts that can 

be exciting. Due to the natural 

attraction between opposites, it is 

easier to arouse emotions by 

combining them.

OUTSTANDING PLANNING DETAILS
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With its rich features and expressive structure, it is no surprise that the 

oak surface can be easily showcased with accurate contours throughout 

the display . This unique combination of materials, comprises structured 

wood alongside its warm tonal strands, contrasting the matt lacquer in 

cool carbon grey.

HIGH-LEVEL PRECISION
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The interchanging link between the calm, continuous fronts and mildly lit display 

cabinet, along with open shelving, creates an elegant, aesthetically pleasing 

functional interior. The dividers and trays are handy in keeping things tidy and 

organised The variety of colors and materials demonstrate harmony with the 

carbon grey material.

BEAUTY AND PERFECTION
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Wood offers a warm appearance 

that contributes to the overall feel 

of the kitchen space. The long-

lasting and reliable character of 

wood makes the transition of fronts 

and worktop quite seamless, as a 

crucial part of an overall consistent 

and coherent impression. The icing 

on the cake is the precise finishing 

on the delicate surrounding carbon 

grey metal edge.

WOOD AND ITS WARMTH
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Olive is the tree for both the present and the future – it is one of nature’s biggest 

perfections. Asides from the perpetual appearance, the young and new olive 

tree deliver high-grade, delicately-finished wood, with an additional benefit of 

contrasting colors and materials. 

PERFECTIONS
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This HSM kitchen adopts a flexible 

architecture that offers an opening 

to the living area and embraces 

clear functional details. It creates 

an overall homely environment, 

thanks to the interchange with open 

spaces and exceptional choices of 

materials, including finely 

structured top-quality wood with a 

stylish, matt surface contrast. 

Feel the calm harmony between the 

genuine wood and elegant matt in 

this HSM Kitchen. The exterior of 

this kitchen calmly hides the overall 

complexity, with an island and units 

reaching to the floor. Feel free to 

choose between varying front 

designs, including open shelving 

with possible integrations into 

aopen, relaxed seating alcove.

FLAWLESS ARRANGEMENTS
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FINE ARRANGEMENTS

There are many things to love about this 

calm and clear kitchen architecture, 

including the overall perfectly executed 

tidy design. Enjoy great functionality and 

openness with best-in-class, stylishly-

finished pullouts that give you ample 

storage space for utensils without taking 

away the visual appeal. 

Here is a strong traditional kitchen 

architecture achieved by a mix of light 

and dark. The gorgeous island, open 

shelving, and a clear spatial composition 

of a tall unit, with a mix of finely 

structured mountain Robinia and olive-

grey, all represent a carefully planned 

and perfectly executed homely, 

innovative kitchen. 
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The calm fronts are all you see from afar, but behind these are abundant storage 

spaces and one of the best organization systems out there. This special new 

storage space is ideal for unconventional materials, including crates of drinks. Now 

you can avoid keeping your bulky crates miles away from the action areas. Do you 

have multiple crate sizes? There are varying space designs to suit each crate size. 

Combining the perfectly structured oak with the bright white and grey accents 

results in an open room with a warm and breezy atmosphere. There are shelves and 

open compartments that highlight the homely touch and a combination of an island 

and side panel to make the entire space irresistible. 

WARM AND BREEZY
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HARMONY AND COMFORT

Cooking can get better in an innovative kitchen with timeless, functional, and homely 

features. The island resonates perfectly with the high boards, joined over a corner 

with a parapet. Enjoy the best visual designs and functionality with the 

atmospherically illuminated rail, designed to hold vital kitchen accessories and a 

user-friendly, handy tablet holder. 

There is no separating the kitchen and the living area. Both are interdependent in 

every modern kitchen design, creating a natural and warm appearance. The sightly 

metallic shimmer combined with the craftily structured eucalyptus wood creates a 

kitchen that exudes comfort and harmony. 
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The ideal kitchen must be reliable, durable, and solid. Opening the handleless 

fronts should welcome you into a finely-structured oak edge, representing 

outstanding craftsmanship and design. Complementing this edge even further 

are the timeless matt white fronts.

Combining outstanding craftmanship with informed design choices leads to 

this all-white masterpiece kitchen. The versatility of the finely structured wood 

was well-leveraged to create different interior fittings, a delicate durable wood 

edge, and an outstanding wall panel that serves as a flowing transition into the 

living space. 

MASTERPIECE
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The lightness of this kitchen architecture can be attributed to the sideboard and island, 

both contributing to the overall irresistible appearance when the pullouts are open. Right 

at the center of the concrete is the island, adorned in distinct off-white color contrast. 

This setup offers multiple functions in an open kitchen, including improved structuring, 

sufficient storage space, and a dining table. 

The finely structured concrete here is carefully installed to blend perfectly with the top-

quality genuine wood. This creates an authentic and feature-rich interior that allows you 

to keep everything perfectly tidy. Asides from maintaining a tidy space, the overall 

interior offers multiple detailed solutions, such as a tall unit with a worktop and several 

storage space elements infused. 

TOP PERFORMANCE
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Modern architecture prefers 

concrete as the choice building 

material for the obvious reasons. 

For example, concrete unveils a 

puristic look in the kitchen, which 

is why most kitchen fronts are filled 

with fine concrete. This advanced 

process creates a unique concrete 

surface combined with a protective 

lacquer coating for multiple kitchen 

applications. 

The interaction gets more intense 

with every new material added. 

Imagine how exciting the 

interaction among an elegant 

stainless-steel worktop, concrete 

fronts, and the natural solid wood 

used in creating the bar. The slim-

line shelving adopts the best color 

coordination with the fronts. 

SAVOIR VIVRE
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-CASUAL KITCHENS-
The casual style kitchen cleverly combines traditional and 

contemporary styles, which is a balance between relaxation and 

refinement. Its simple lines and classic appearance are widely 

praised. And this is more about the individualization of the space 

and the harmony between the details.
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This elegant kitchen offers an exciting combination of surfaces. The American 

nutwood smooth surfacesand the nutwood's personal touch creates a mix of 

elegance and style. This combination is also ideal for glass walls having a 

nutwood interior.

Connoisseurs and interior enthusiasts are fascinated by a stylish kitchen. 

Imagine a kitchen space with a spacious wine fridge in an unending tall unit 

block, with a regular fridge present on the inside.  The large, elegant continuous 

door is a perfect way to express a fashionable style. For kitchen spaces that will 

be used frequently, it is important to have handy storage solutions, including 

units, drawers, and pullouts to accommodate all utensils. This means you can 

return your utensils and accessories to their safe spaces after use, creating a 

tidy, uncluttered appearance for your kitchen.

LEAVING OUT 
THE NON-ESSENTIAL IS STYLISH
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EXPRESS INDIVIDUALITY 
THROUGH COLOR CHOICES

From the characteristic frame fronts to the separate, plannable shelving elements, 

there is seamless coordination among all the elements of these exquisite kitchen 

designs. The material and color are perfectly blended to highlight the warm, natural 

umbra. The coordination extends to the shelving and wall panel with an integrated 

bench; both carved out of immaculately structured, dark, genuine wood. This 

reminiscence of a traditional kitchen delivers a unique trio of homeliness, harmony, 

and attractiveness.

Asides from the perfect balance between individual style and timeless design, 

lovers of classic kitchens worldwide look forward to the authentic and detailed 

craftsmanship that goes into creating these designs. Materials and colors, when 

harmoniously combined, play essential roles in building this long-lasting and 

timeless elegance these kitchens are known for.
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SIMPLE LIFE 

Here is a simple yet stylish kitchen that perfectly interprets authenticity, 

timelessness, and naturality in a modern way. Built to deliver the essential archaic 

functionalities of cooking and preparing, all areas of this kitchen are carved out of 

exquisite genuine wood frame fronts. The discrete appearance of traditional 

elegance is complimented by divided shelves and ample storage room elements 

integrated into the worktop. You can conveniently and fashionably stock your 

herbs, bottles, and other accessories. You can also integrate a few coordinated 

taps without taking anything away from the overall fresh and open room layout.
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The spacious worktops with a central cooking area are built with just one thing in 

mind – cooking. With a design that ensures that all utensils and compartments are 

easily accessible. This setup promises an enjoyable cooking experience, thanks 

to the careful planning of every detail, including the classic handles that operates 

harmoniously with the front design to accommodate the stylishly integrated 

storage units.

A SENSE OF INTIMACY
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INTRIGUING EFFECTS

Here is a balanced and clear room 

layout that culminates in a peaceful 

atmosphere while providing ample 

space for personal design ideas. 

The sand grey and white, kitchen 

front and framesdetermines the 

right dimensions to adopt. There is 

a modern sideboard made of 

framed glass doors, closed floor 

units and well-lit wall units. Both 

the choice of handles and colours 

contribute considerably to the 

overall appearance of the room.
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-CLASSIC KITCHENS-
The characteristics of classic style are: pragmatic, standardized 

and mature. It is spacious and full of history. Abandoning the 

cumbersome and luxurious, and combining the excellent elements 

of different styles, taking comfort as a guide, emphasizing “return to 

nature”, making this style comfortable and relaxed.
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TRADITIONAL THINGS

Here is a stylishly-concealed design running on innovative technology, with flush-

fitting worktops, kitchen fronts, side panels, and shelf units contributing to an 

overall timeless modern kitchen architecture. It has never been easier to access 

the kitchen from the living room, thanks to the 120 cm wide pullouts giving the sink 

and preparation centers a free position within the room. You can readily steal a 

peep into the room from three sides, with the floor shelf units and striking square 

support. There is a towel holder just behind the cupboard fronts. Asides from the 

practical function details, this design will make your kitchen the center of 

wellbeing and a crucial part of your indoor life. 
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TRADITION IS KEEPING THE FIRE AND NOT 
CELEBRATING THE ASHES

Classic frame fronts are deservedly touted as a timelessly elegant component of a 

classic modern kitchen, providing a warm and welcoming atmosphere. The 

extensive processing ensures every surface is abundantly furnished with an even 

and high degree of shine. The exquisite material contrast is highlighted by the 

economical application of genuine wood, creating a homely environment. The 

worktop is made from quartz material and serves as a bar and a transition to the 

living area.
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The seamless arrangement ensures everything you need is handy. Asides from 

the elegant pullout work table, the drawers and pullouts are designed to operate 

silently, thanks to the standard impact cushioning.

CLASSIC AND WARM
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Expressing your personality and lifestyle in your kitchen is easier with a few select 

accessories. Create a modern open kitchen perfect for cooking, communicating, 

and celebrating. Welcome people into your warm, open space and watch them 

throw in massive compliments on how irresistible your space is. 

The inbuilt utility fixture comes with multiple strategically-placed fixtures and 

shelves for more accessories and create sufficient storage space for your 

valuable kitchen appliances. The detailed organization systems adopted here 

reflect the basics of the open, homely, and functional kitchen. 

SUBSTANTIVE
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WARDROBES·WALK-INS
Many homeowners want a walk-in closet in the master bedroom or 

living space because of the ultimate beauty, functionality, and 

convenience it adds. Walk-in closets come in different scopes and 

sizes, each offering unique features asides storage. Whether you 

want to house your clothes or keep other important items, your 

walk-in closet can be your personal safe space.
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WARDROBES·SLIDERS
Our bespoke-fitted bedroom furniture is designed to maximize 

every inch of your space.At HSM, we pride ourselves in designing 

and building customized fitted wardrobes for different personalities 

and style tastes. Whichever size, shape, or color, we always have 

the perfect fit for everyone.
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WARDROBES·HINGE
Save yourself the hassles of looking for storage solutions that 

perfectly fit your lifestyle. At HSM, we offer bespoke fitted bedroom 

wardrobes that maximize your space and highlight your personal 

style. Feel free to choose from our wide range of clothing storage 

solutions, and we will make them to your specific measurements to 

fit your space.
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-VANITIES-
Ideas with future vision for the creation of values that last in time. 

Development of solutions for tomorrow without overseeing the 

valuable. We maintain a constant creative dialogue with designers, 

interior designers and architects. We promote creativity and offer 

freedom for the development of collections with a vision for the future 

and innovative concepts that take into account the necessity of 

hygiene, comfort and the personal satisfaction of today and tomorrow.
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-LAUNDRIES-
Laundry rooms deserve the same feeling of beauty as the rest of your 

home. Whether you want it in the corner of the garage, a multipurpose 

area, an entire room, or as a closet, you can trust the HSM team to design 

the perfect laundry room that meets your exact needs. We prioritize 

sufficient storage and inbuilt cabinets to ensure convenience and add 

value to your space. 
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-ENTERTAINMENT UNITS-
Entertainment wall units are fast becoming an integral part of modern-

day living rooms. Depending on the homeowner’s preferences, this 

entertainment unit can be the ideal location to mount the television or 

other entertainment devices like music systems, CD players, and 

speakers. Their versatility means they can be the living room 

entertainment center, a storage unit, and an organizer that ensures 

easy accessibility to your devices.
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-BBQs-
Creating your dream outdoor kitchen space for your home or cottage 

should be an enjoyable process. Trust us at HSM Kitchens to handle 

every step of the way, from design to installation. Many people love the 

outdoors, which explains where we stay longer outdoors during the 

summer having drinks on the patio or appetizers on the deck, not 

forgetting the sumptuous meals with friends and family. A custom 

outdoor kitchen is a luxurious outdoor living space and a great place 

for some outdoor entertainment.
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-MATERIAL & COLOURS-

Cabinetry can seem relatively superficial in comparison to the structural 

components of a building, but because kitchen cabinets take up well over 

a quarter of a kitchen remodel budget, it is imperative that architects and 

interior designers do their research before specifying this element. 

Arguably the most important part of picking out cabinetry — even more 

than style and functionality — is choosing the right material.

Classy cabinetry can make any home look like a million bucks. If a kitchen 

sports some stunning storage doors, then there’s no telling what other 

intricate interior beauties can be found throughout the house. Because 

cabinets are a key factor in defining a kitchen’s character, it’s vital to 

choose the right style for your space.

Solid Wood
The wood from leaf-dropping trees is the hardest 

strongest and most durable wood that nature 

produces - the choices also make great kitchen 

cabinets. Examples include: oak, maple, hickory, 

cherry, alder and others. Each type of solid wood 

has its own characteristics, including its grain 

pattern, color and texture.

MDF - Medium-density Fiberboard
MDF wood is fine wood fibers and glue that have 

been fused together with pressure and heat. The 

material is strong and relatively inexpensive - 

especially when compared to hardwoods. Does 

not expand and contract, and readily accepts 

wood veneers.

Layers of medium to softer woods glued together 

to form a strong cabinet building material. The 

wood grains of each successive layer run at 

different angles, this creates strength that 

exceeds solid hardwoods. Relatively easy to 

work with.

Plywood

Particle Board
Particleboard, chipboard, or low-density 

fiberboard (LDF) is another material with a great 

finish, thanks to the wood veneer or laminate 

sealing. 
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SURFACES
MELAMINE

Melamine-is a thin sheet fused to a substrate material like MDF board. Many 

HSM designs integrate finely-textured fronts with top-quality melamine resin 

coating or matt laminate and high-gloss. These, combined with fashionable 

colors and natural wood decors, create matching graining, extending to all 

fronts and the entire unit height. Plastic is more scratch and stain resistant 

than wood. Melamine comes in an almost endless assortment of colours.

MELAMINE
SURFACES
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COLOUR
SURFACES

How about the flawless kitchen in up to 4,000 colours? Feel free to 

choose from the countless colour options for your exquisite relief, 

velvet-matt, super-matt, or high gloss décor. The water-based, multi-

layer paint systems we use here are created exclusively by HSM for 

stylish applicants in line with modern design methods.

SURFACES
COLOUR
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SURFACES
GLASS

Glass - The appearance and ultra modern kitchen fronts made of glass 

gives every kitchen an exquisite and prestigious feel. HSM only uses 

annealed clear glass either with a matt or glossy surface. Characteristic: 

the protective, prism-like chamfered glass edge in the transition to the 

stainless-steel-looking metal edges applied all round.                           

SURFACES
GLASS
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SOLID WOOD

Solid Wood - Unique and naturally attractive: Solid wood is an 

appealing and precious material for a cabinet surface, favored by both 

kitchen décor enthusiasts and connoisseurs. The surface protection is 

achieved by treating the solid wood worktops with a special oil during 

manufacture. Maintenance is super easy; just treat the surfaces with 

oil occasionally. Wood patina represents an apparent side of the 

genuine nature of the material. You can choose between walnut, 

beech, or oak.

SURFACES SURFACES
SOLID WOOD
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COUNTERTOPS
QUARTZ MATERIAL

Quartz material produces elegant worksurfaces known for their smoothness 

and lack of pores. Asides from being easy to maintain, worktops made from 

quartz materials are available in multiple colors and decors, with thickness 

ranging from 1.2 to 8cm. The application of this worktop material is universal 

and sometimes allows the integration of single bowls and draining surfaces. 

COUNTERTOPS
SINTERED STONE

When it comes to countertops, the first thought is usually quartz or granite. 

However, there's a new material, Sintered stone. Popular in Europe, already 

taking over 70% of the market. Sintered stone is like porcelain, but is 

subjected to much higher pressure and heat during manufacturing, resulting 

in a metamorphic process to bind natural materials with out resins or 

binders.

By taking natural minerals and processing them with this method, the end 

result has outstanding physical properties such as resistance, durability and 

compactness. While great for countertops, Sintered stone can be used for 

virtually any surface, from patios to fireplaces, this material is the modern 

solution.

COUNTERTOPS
QUARTZ MATERIAL

COUNTERTOPS
SINTERED STONE
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Hardward & Accessories
Exquisite appearance and rich inner heart are the life state that people 

pursue throughout their lives. The same is true for cabinets, and the 

excellent interior storage system of the cabinets complements the 

owner's lifestyle. 

Custom home furniture should meet the daily needs of family 

members. When choosing custom furniture, the type and size of the 

furniture should be determined based on the number and situation of 

family members. If the area of the house is limited, then custom 

furniture should think about saving space. When choosing furniture 

such as cabinets, cabinets should be as simple as possible. To 

determine the style and type of furniture, you should also choose the 

furniture you need for daily life according to the family members’ 

budget and living habits.

If you're lacking on kitchen storage space, it's time to trick out the 

cabinets, drawers, and island with a few space-saving solutions. You 

just have to rethink those the little nooks and niches, and you'll 

discover the untapped resource of counter space. And because 

designer-approved inspiration always helps, we're spotlighting the 

most stylish and strategic kitchens we've ever seen. So whether you're 

anticipating a demo day ahead or you just want a quick idea you can 

DIY today, you'll want to bookmark this batch of creative, clever 

kitchen storage ideas.
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CONTACT US 
FOR MORE STORAGE SYSTEM INFORMATION



Showroom Address: Mercure Furniture, 
Chancheng District, Foshan City, China

twitter.com/CabinetsHsm

WhatsApp: +86 13824400393

Website: www.housecustomize.com

www.facebook.com/hsmcabinets

www.instagram.com/hsmcabinets

Email: info@housecustomize.com
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